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Executive Summary
This document will cover the software architecture of the current WebPA
system in use at Loughborough University. Within the document, the definition
of the term software architecture is covered, as it has various meanings
dependant on which angle is taken. The architecture description language is
also identified. This will be used in the rest of the document to aid in the
understanding of the different software architectures described.
In order for the reader to understand this document they will need to have
some familiarity with the concept of software architecture. Time has been
taken to explain the concept and the main areas of software architecture that
will be covered within this document. In order to read and understand the
diagrams used to describe the software architecture it is useful for the reader
to understand the main elements of UML. The constructs of UML will not be
examined and are beyond the scope of this document. However, all efforts
have been made to explain the diagrams to the user.
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Introduction
Software architecture can be taken as having a number of different meanings
dependant on which perspective taken. There are not only descriptors for the
physical architecture but also methods and languages for describing the
architecture of the physical software at component and theoretical levels. To
assure that the reader can fully comprehend the software architecture and
appreciate the system as a whole, the definition of software architecture is
decided and the basic principle elements of the architecture are explained.

Definition of Software Architecture
As has been mentioned there are a number of definitions to what a software
architecture is and how it’s described. In general there are two groups of
definitions. The first group are the classic descriptions and the second are
modern. Figure 1 encapsulates the classic definition, while Figure 2
encapsulates the modern definition, although commonalities can be drawn,
the definitions are seen as being separate. Within this document we will use
the classic description, as it can be aligned with the Architecture description
language that has been used.
An architecture is the set of significant decisions about the organization of a
software system, the selection of the structural elements and their interfaces
by which the system is composed, together with their behaviour as specified
in the collaborations among those elements, the composition of these
structural and behavioural elements into progressively larger subsystems, and
the architectural style that guides this organization---these elements and their
interfaces, their collaborations, and their composition.
(Kruchten: The Rational Unified Process. Also cited in Booch, Rumbaugh, and Jacobson: The
Unified Modelling Language User Guide, Addison-Wesley, 1999)
Figure 1 - Classic Description of Software Architecture

Architecture is defined by the recommended practice as the fundamental
organization of a system, embodied in its components, their relationships to
each other and the environment, and the principles governing its design and
evolution. This definition is intended to encompass a variety of uses of the
term architecture by recognizing their underlying common elements. Principal
among these is the need to understand and control those elements of system
design that capture the system’s utility, cost, and risk. In some cases, these
elements are the physical components of the system and their relationships.
In other cases, these elements are not physical, but instead, logical
components. In still other cases, these elements are enduring principles or
patterns that create enduring organizational structures. The definition is
intended to encompass these distinct, but related uses, while encouraging
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more rigorous definition of what constitutes the fundamental organization of a
system within particular domains.
(ANSI/IEEE Std 1471-2000, Recommended Practice for
Architectural Description of Software-Intensive Systems)
Figure 2 – Modern Description of Software Architecture

Architecture description languages
Architecture description languages (ADLs) are used to describe the software
architecture. Over time a number of different ADLs’ have been developed, but
no single language has been devised. The Unified Modelling Language
(UML), which was developed as a standard, to model systems and software,
will be used for the WebPA software architecture. The reason behind this
decision lies in the fact that UML is widely understood, where as the other
ADLs, such as Acme, are not.

Software Architecture
Software architecture is organised in to views which can be seen as different
types of blueprints, similar to those in traditional building architecture. Views
can be seen as instances of a viewpoint, where the viewpoint describes the
software architecture from a specific perspective. These different perspective
views can be broken down into;
• functional/logic view
• development/structural view,
• concurrency/ process/thread view,
• physical/ deployment view,
• user action view.
These different perspective combine to describe the software architecture,
each method is aimed at a different stake holder. The stake holders are not
explored as part of this documentation.

Functional View
The functional view of the system describes how the whole software system
can be broken down in to sub systems or modules, based on the functions
that are to be carried out. To show the origins of the functions, a series of use
case diagrams are included. The first of the diagrams shows the actions that
the academic will carry out on the system, as can be seen in Figure 3. The
second of the use cases is for the view point of the student, as shown in
Figure 4.
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Figure 3 - Use case diagram from an academic perspective

Figure 4 - Use case diagram from the students perspective

Structural View
There are two ways of interpreting what a structural view is. The first is the
UML method, where the modules defined in the ‘Functional View’ are
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represented as classes. In order to show this break down a class diagram has
been developed and is shown in Figure 5. The full break down of the classes
within the system can be found in Appendix 1, where the attributes, methods
and inheritance are fully explained.

Figure 5 - Class diagram for the WebPA system

The second interpretation of the structural view describes the break down of
the system into the files, directories and libraries. This view allows the file
structure of the software to be viewed. This representation of the structural
view is not explored as part of this documentation, however, an example is
shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 - Physical structure of the WebPA system

Concurrency View
The concurrency view allows for the data flow and the control flow of the
software architecture to be documented. The data flow shows the units or
modules of the programme and the data that is transmitted. Originally this
information was presented in a data-flow-diagram (DFD) and was integral to
the SSADM 1 methodology. Within the UML methodology data flow is shown
using activity diagrams.
The control flow documents the process where by a module of the software
will activate a functional behaviour. This control flow is predominately used to
document the timing and ordering of operations that occur in the software.
Within this documentation will only briefly use this flow of information to
explain the process for the completion of a behaviour the system pertains to.

1

SSADM (Structured Systems Analysis and Design Methodology)
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The representational diagram for the control flow within UML is the state chart
diagram as shown in Figure 7.
Assessment Process Triggers
The assessment process within the WebPA system is one of the most crucial
components. There are a number of conditions that have to be met through
the process to enable the next stage to be completed. There are also a
number of conditions that have to be met before the process can begin, these
include; the creation of the assessment form and the creation of the groups.
Once the pre-requisites are met then the creation of the assessment can take
place, this in turn triggers the first state that the system reaches. The first
state is assessment pending, where the assessment has not yet reached the
date where it is accessible by students. Once the start date is met then the
state of the assessment changes to open. The assessment is then in the state
of open until the end date is reached. When the end date is met, the
assessment reaches the state of closed. The assessment will remain closed
and must have reached this state before the next state of marked can be
reached. Once the marked state is reaches the process for the assessment is
complete. This means that the assessment will not go through this process
again. This whole process is illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 7 - State chart diagram for assessments

Authentication Process
Authentication is an important aspect of the WebPA system as this identifies
the users, to be either staff or student. This in turn controls the view of the
WebPA system that they receive. Within WebPA 0.9 all authentication is run
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through the class LEARNAuthentication. The process which is carried out is
documented in Figure 8. The main actions are that the system needs to
authenticate who the user is to ensure the correct view on to the WebPA
system is shown, and a flag must be set to identify the user as staff. If the
user can not be authenticated by the system then the process reject user is
triggered.

Figure 8 - Activity diagram showing the authentication process

Physical View
The physical view of the software architecture allows the dynamic aspects of
the system to be documented. This includes the communication between
components of the software as tasks and the operations that are executed.
The physical view is often documented as a ‘Model View Controller’ (MVC)
diagrams and in UML are represented as interaction diagrams. In order to
document the physical view of the software architecture, elements of the
hardware and the application architecture must be examined.
Application Architecture
The application architecture for the WebPA system is a layered architecture.
There are two layers within the system, The first layer is the database layer.
The second layer is composition of the presentation and the application logic.
This two-tier architecture is shown in the diagram in Figure 9, against the
more well known three-tier architecture.
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Presentation and
Application Logic
Database

Presentation
Application Logic
Database

Two-tier architecture

Three-tier architecture

Figure 9 - Application Tier Architectures

Physical Architecture of the WebPA System
In order to properly explain the software architecture of the system the
physical architecture must be understood. This will help to clarify ‘distributed
computing’ nature of the system. Within Figure 11, the physical application
server model for the WebPA system is shown. There is a second server which
is involved, however is this architecture is not shown. This server contains the
information related to the student records, and is beyond the scope of this
document, and will not be described. However, the reader must be aware of
the second system as components will be described as part of the software
architecture. A representation of the two systems and their relationship is
shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10 – Peer to Peer Interaction for User Authentication between Servers
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Figure 11 - Client Server interaction between WebPA and the database

Linux

Apache

MySQL

PHP

Application Server
Figure 12 - Hardware Architecture

User Action View
From the academics point of view there are a limited number of actions that
they can complete in the system. For each activity, the action is explained
briefly and accompanied by an UML activity diagram.
Create forms
The academic using the system needs to be able to create forms that they will
use as the assessment. Within the current WebPA system there are two ways
of creating forms. The first method is to create a new form from scratch, the
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second is to clone a form. In each case once the form is created, criterions
can be added before the form is considered complete.

Figure 13 - Activity diagram showing create form

Create groups
Academics need to be able to create groups within the cohorts of students
they teach. The groups are formed out of the students who are members of a
module. The academic must select to either create a new group or to clone an
existing group.
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Figure 14 - Activity diagram for creating groups

Create assessment
Academics must be able to create an assessment. The assessment brings
together the group information and the forms that have been created. As part
of this activity the academic must chose the dates between which the
assessment will run, as well as if any feedback to the user will be presented.
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Figure 15 - Activity diagram for creating an assessment

Edit form
Once a form has been created then there needs to be the opportunity for the
academic to edit the form, to either add more criterions, or to remove the
form completely. In Figure 15 the basic actions for the form are shown. There
are no constraints on the forms when they are part of the assessment.
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Figure 16 - Activity diagram for editing a form

Edit groups
An academic can edit the overall group that they have created from modules.
They are also able to view each of the sub groups and alter the students that
are comprised within the group. These actions are shown within the activity
diagram - Activity diagram showing editing groups.
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Figure 17 - Activity diagram showing editing groups

Conclusions
It is impossible to show every point of view and process, that can be carried
out in the existing system, due to project constraints. However, this document
covers the software architecture to a detailed enough level to allow the reader
to understand the system. It has not been possible within this document to
record the decision processes for the software architecture and it is accepted
that as a consequence there may be missing or misinterpreted information
within this document.
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Appendices
Appendix 1
<Wizard>
Attributes

Methods

Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$back_button
$next_button
$cancel_button
$cancel_url
$name
$_page_url
$_head_content
$_form_content
$_current_step
$_total_steps
$_override_num_steps
$_last_wizstep
$_current_wizstep
$_step_includes
$_fields
$_vars
$_errors
add_step
draw_errors
draw_wizard
prepare
title
get_fiield
set_field
set_var
get_var
get_step
set_wizard_url
show_steps
head

Parents
Children
<SimpleIterator>
Attributes

Methods
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Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$array
$count
$_key
$_value
current
next
reset
size
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is_valid
Parents
Children
<simple_file_iterator>

Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.

Attributes
Methods
Parents
Children
<simple_file_iterator>
Attributes

Methods

Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$_DAO
$_group_handler
$_assessment
$_collection
$_collection_id
$_DAO
$_group_handler
$_assessment
$_collection
$_collection_id

Parents
Children
<SimpleObjectIterator>
Attributes

Methods

Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$array
$class_name
$class_constructor_args
$count
$_key
$_value
current
next
reset
size
is_valid

Parents
Children
<NewAlgorithm>
Attributes
Methods
Parents
Children
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Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
calculate
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<User>
Attributes

Methods

Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$username
$password
$id
$forename
$surname
$email
$staff_id
$student_id
$type
load_from_row
is_staff
get_id_number

Parents
Children
<email>
Attributes

Methods

Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$_to
$_cc
$_bcc
$_from
$_subject
$_body
$_message_type
$_headers
new
send
init
set_to
set_cc
set_bcc
set_from
set_message_type
set_subject
set_body

Parents
Children
<FileUpload>
Attributes

Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$_is_error
$_errors
$overwrite
$upload_path
$chmod
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Methods

$files_uploaded
$valid_extensions
$valid_mime_types
$max_file_size
FileUpload
close
upload
is_error
get_errors

Parents
Children
<EngCIS>
Attributes
Methods

Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$_DAO
$_ordering_types
get_department_courses
get_course
get_course_students
get_staff
get_staff_modules
staff_has_modules
get_student
get_students_modules
get_user
order_by_clause
get_module
get_module_staff
get_module_students
get_module_students_count
get_module_students_id
get_module_students_user_id
get_module_grouped_students_count

Parents
Children
<WebPAAlogrith>
Attributes
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Gives a formal characterisation of the
letter.
$_groups
$_group_members
$_questions
$_responses
$_marking_params
$_group_member_responses
$_group_member_total_awarded
$_group_member_frac_scores_awarded
$_group_member_total_received
$_group_member_webpa_scores
$_group_member_intermediate_grade
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Methods

$_group_member_grade
$_group_member_submitted
$_member_submitted
calculate
init
get_webpa_scores
get_intermediate_grades
get_grades
get_members_submitting
get_member_response
set_groups
set_group_members
set_marking_params
set_questions
set_responses

Parents
Children
<Cookie>
Attributes

Methods

Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$vars
$created
$last_access
$_name
$_expires
delete
save
validate

Parents
Children
<Role>
Attributes

Methods

Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$id
$name
$desc
$flags
load
save
delete
available_flags
has_flag

Parents
Children
<Full_Iterator>
Attributes
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Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$array
$count
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Methods

$_key
$_value
Full_Itterator
&current
end
next
position
prev
reset
size
is_valid
_initalize

Parents
Children
<XMLParser>
Attributes

Methods

Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$xml_data
$xml_array
$_parser
$_parent
$_stack
$_cdata_tags
tag_open
tag_close
count_numeric_items
destroy
set_cData_tags
clear
parse
generate_xml

Parents
Children
<GroupIterator>
Attributes
Methods
Parents
Children
<UI>
Attributes
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Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$_DAO
$_groupset
current

Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$page_title
$menu_selected
$breadcrumbs
$_config
$_user
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Methods

$_menu
$_page_bar_buttons
headers_expire
head
body
header
set_menu
menu
set_page_bar_button
page_bar
footer
content_start
content_end
draw_boxed_list

Parents
Children
<Site_UI>
Attributes
Methods

Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
headers_expire
head

Parents
Children
<LEARNAuthenticator>
Attributes

Methods

Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$username
$password
$fullname
$email
$staff_id
$student_id
$user_type
$_authenticated
$_outcome
authenticate
is_authenticated
is_staff
get_error

Parents
Children
<ComplexUser>
Attributes
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Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$DAO
$username
$password
$use_local_login
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Methods

$_authenticated
$_roles
$_permissions
User
load
load_using_username
load_from_row
authenticate
is_authenticated
has_permission
has_role
save
initalise
fetch_permissions
fetch_roles

Parents
Children
<FormRenderer>
Attributes

Methods

Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$participant_name = '';
$participant_id = null;
$_form = null;
$_questions = null;
$_participants = null;
$_results = null;
set_form
set_participants
set_results
draw_form

Parents
Children
<Form>
Attributes

Methods
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Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$id
$name
$owner_id
$_DAO
$_questions
$_xml_parser
create
delete
load
load_from_row
load_from_xml
save
get_clone
add_question
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get_question
get_question_count
set_question
remove_question
get_xml
load_xml
Parents
Children
<DataAwareObject>
Attributes
Methods

Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$DAO
$id
delete
load
load_from_row
save

Parents
Children
<DAO>
Attributes

Methods
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Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$_host
$_user
$_password
$_database
$_persistent
$_conn
$_result_set
$_result_cols
$_last_sql
$_result
$_output_type
$results[row]['field']
$_output_type_int
$_insert_id
$_num_cols
$_num_rows
$_num_affected
$_debug
$_last_error
DAO
open
close
flush
execute
fetch
fetch_row
fetch_col
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fetch_value
fetch_assoc
do_insert
do_insert_multi
do_update
build_filter
build_set
get_cols
get_num_cols
get_num_rows
get_num_affected
get_insert_id
get_last_sql
get_last_error
get_output_mode
set_debug
set_ouput
escape_str
process_query
throw_error
prepare_field_value
Parents
Children
<Assessment>
Attributes

Methods
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Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$id
$name
$owner_id
$open_date
$close_date
$introduction
$allow_feedback
$_DAO
$_xml_parser
$_collection
$_collection_id
$_form
$_form_xml
$_finished
$_locked
create
delete
load
load_from_row
save
finish
get_collection_id
set_collection_id
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get_status
get_date_string
is_locked
get_clone
get_form_xml
set_form_xml
Parents
Children
<GroupCollection>
Attributes

Methods
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Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$id
$name
$_DAO
$_groups
$_group_objects
$_modules
$_created_on
$_locked_on
$_owner_id
$_owner_app
$_owner_type
GroupCollection
create
load
load_from_row
delete
save
save_groups
get_owner_app
get_owner_id
set_owner_info
is_locked
is_owner
lock
get_group_array
group_existis
group_id_existis
refresh_groups
add_group_object
& get_group_object
& new_group
& get_group_iterator
get_member_count
get_member_count_by_group
get_menbers
get_member_rows
& get_member_groups
get_member_roles
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purge_members
remove_member
get_modules
refresh_modules
set_modules
Parents
Children
<Group>
Attributes

Methods

Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$id
$name
$collection_id
$_DAO
$_collection
$_members
get_as_array
set_doa_object
set_collection_object
add_member
get_members
create
delete
load
load_from_row
save
get_member_ids
get_members_count
purge_members
refresh_members
remove_member

Parents
Children
<GroupHandler>
Attributes
Methods

Gives a formal characterisation of
the letter.
$_DAO
generate_group_names
& clone_collection
& create_collection
get_collection
get_user_collections
get_member_collections

Parents
Children
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